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Abstract

The graduation report deals with the probability of failure, due to metastability, of analog
comparators. To describe the probability of failure due to metastability, a first-order small
signal comparator model is used. Subsequently an expression has been derived. By
transient analysis a comparator can be optimized.

Several comparator circuits have been evaluated by computer simulation, and were
optimized for this particular failure rate. These comparator circuits can be implemented in
a bipolar technology and a CMOS technology.

A theoretical evaluation has been done for the circuit noise effect on the probability of
metastable failure between two comparators in series. It shows that the added failure, due
to noise, on the total comparator system can be neglected.

At last the observations from transient analyses of bipolar and CMOS comparator circuits
are discussed. Using these simulation results optimization criteria are determined to lower
the probability of failure due to metastability.
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1 Introduction

The development of Analog-to-Digital converters in the past years, as regard to their
conversion speed, has taken an enormous run. Reaching a samplingrate of 500Mhz is
nowadays feasible. On the other hand it is becoming more and more difficult, when you
convert at such a high sampling frequency, to get an equal or better precision and accu
racy.

The precision and accuracy of an Analog-to-Digital converter dependent on several
aspects. Some of these aspects are: the accuracy of the comparators that are used, the
reference voltages to compare with, the sampling time uncertainty and the quantization
noise, etc. [30]
Beside these points mentioned, there is an other phenomenon that has also an influence on
the performance of the whole converter: the metastable behaviour of the comparator.

A comparator needs some time within it can make a decision, either it is an ' l' or an '0'.
This time, the decision-time, is fixed by the designer. Mostly, as we will see later, the
decision time is set at half the sample time.
A decision is defined as good after the decision time has elapsed, when its output voltage
is in one of the two voltage areas related to a digital' l' or '0'. The space between the
boundary's of the upper-'l' and the lower-'O' area is defined as the metastable region.
This is illustrated in figure 1.

v

V stable, digital '1'

Deterministic
Transition

Probabilistic
Transition

v stable, digital 'a'

Figure 1: Definition of the transition regions between the meta
stable state and the stable state.
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Here Vm =Vme/as/able is defined as the metastable voltage, which is in the middle of the
metastable region.
Now, at the beginning of a decision cycle the difference between the input signal and the
comparator-reference~signal is so small, that at the end of the decision-time the comparator
output is still in the metastable region, then such a condition is called a Meta-Stable State
(MSS). See for an illustration figure 2 .

v

, 0' +- ....l.- _

Figure 2: Several possible comparator-output routes.

A Metastable State gives neither a digital 'I' nor a digital '0', so an error would pass on
to the electronic circuitry, following the comparator.
For clarity; the situation that the comparator output is in a metastable state, is here defined
as the failure we are interested in. The error that when a comparator makes a wrong
decision by choosing a '0' instead of a '1', for example, is here not taken into account.
Those kind of errors can mostly be corrected by an error-correction system after the
conversion has taken place.
When we look for example at an Analog-to-Digital converter with no digital error-correc
tion system. And suppose only one comparator detennines the value of the most signifi
cant bit of the Analog-to-Digital converter output. Then when this particularly comparator
is in a metastable state, after the decision time has elapsed, the worst-case Analog-to-Digi
tal converter output error is half the digital range.

This means that the failure rate of a comparator, as part of a Analog-to-Digital converter,
is a very important issue you have to count with.

This report deals with my investigation on comparators made as well as in a Bipolar
technology as in a CMOS technology. One of the aims for investigation was to see if there
is a method for lowering the failure rate. Also an investigation has done about the
influence from noise at the failure-rate from two comparators who are coupled in series.
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1.1 Metastable behaviour of decision-circuits

Thomas J. Chaney and Charles E. Molnar were, as far as known, the fIrst who wrote an
anicle about the metastable behaviour of synchronizers and decision circuits [1]. They
noticed that many computer systems made by several manufacturers were subject to
significant rates of system failures that result from unreliable interactions between
asynchronous subsystems. To overcome this problem, synchronizers were placed between
those asynchronous subsystems. For synchronizing elements, typically flip-flops were and
are still used. At that time, it was assumed that when a signal was connected as input to a
synchronizing element, the output of this element reaches a logically defined state within
some maximum fixed time, after the input occurs.
The authors [1] have seen that this assumption is not completely correct. They suggested
that the probability, to reach a defined output state after a fixed time interval, is smaller
than one.

The authors [1] made some observations of
anomalous or abnormal output behaviour of
certain flip-flops, used as synchronizers.

The first anomalous mode of behaviour men
tioned by [1] is illustrated in figure 3.
Here the output hovers for an indeterminate
time at a metastable value somewhere inter
mediate between the defined '0' and ' l' out
put levels. This mode is typical of flip-flop
circuits who have a small signal~propagation

time to signal-rise ratio.
Figure 3. is a 5-minute exposure of a sampl-

ing oscilloscope display of Q and ?:r [1]
Figure 3: Synchronizers outputs, who are
changing simultaneously.

Figure 4: Synchronizers outputs, who oscillate
in phase.

The second anomalous mode of behaviour is

illustrated in figure 4. The outputs Q and Il
oscillate in phase several times between the
'0' and ' l' state before finally coming to rest
out of phase. This mode is typical of flip
flops constructed from gates with larger pro
pagation delay time to rise time ratios. [1]

The two behaviours mentioned above give a
first insight about the problem we are here
dealing with. Decision circuits and synchron
izers are not so ideal as one thinks and can
contain failures at the output. For determin
ing the failure rate of a comparator, a global
comparator model is introduced in the next
chapter. This model will be used as point of departure for the failure rate analysis.

.';: .".
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2 Comparator model for predicting the
failure rate

2.1 Introduction

For a high quality analog-to-digital converter comparators are needed, that make good
decisions within a short decision time. But making a decision is not the only activity of
the comparator. To look at the comparator functionality, you can in general say that a
comparator will operate in two phases:

-1- sampling & holding the input signal, within the sampling time duration !:its = to < t ~ ts
-2- comparing of the sampled signal and convert into a digital value, within the decision

time duration litd = ts < t =::; td.

Here to is defined as moment that the comparator starts the total comparison procedure of

respectively phases 1 and 2. The moment ts is defined as the transition from phase 1 to
phase 2.

Looking at the hardware partitioning of a comparator, the same subdivision can be made.
In figure 5 a comparator is shown as a black box. It is divided into respectively a sample
&-hold module, for the sample phase and a regeneration module, for the decision phase
respectively.

Vclock

Figure 5: Comparator as black box.
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These two phases mostly happen within the total clock period time.
In the first phase, where the sampling & hold module is active, the input signal will be

traced by this module. This goes on during the sampling time tits. Here ts is the sampling
moment, where a clock transition takes place. As the changeover from sample- to
comparing phase happened, the input signal will be held by the comparator. So at that
moment a real sample has taken by the comparator.
The sampled input voltage, is an initial voltage for the regeneration process in the second

phase. Now if, for example the difference between V,ef and Vjnput is very small, the
regenerative module will with difficulty try to decide to a ' l' or a '0'. The output voltage

of the regenerative module will then start at t=ts ' at a metastable voltage value. In this
worst case situation, the regenerator module must try to get it's output voltage out of the

metastable voltage region. And this should be done within the duration time !:J.t
d

, to
prevent a metastable state. So this means that, for a good decision, the output voltage of

the regeneration module must be at the end of time moment !:J.td in one of the two voltage
areas indieated as a digi tal '1' or '0'.

Q

iVm ;:...•...•:~:::::...•.::~:.:::.::.•:~...•::.::•.~.•:.•:·::.•.i:·::.·.·:::·::.·:::i:.. ·:.·:··:::•.•.:.:::::~:.'::::.:i:':::':~:·.·.'.:. """"'::::::'."'::::::':::'::::::::. «:::::" :<·;.:<·:·:.:::::::::::::::::::::<.:::::::::A.:)•• :.:.:::;.;.: ..
':·'·:'Y·"'::::·:<:::' :':':':':':':..::.:i:::::::.::::••:.:>i- .".":1"':::: .. :::: ...

Q

v -V:

i
input reference

_._ .. _._ .. _.~ .. _._ .. _._ " _._ .. _._ .. .. _._ L_._

-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-". I 1 I

t
Met.astable
reg10A

-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-". I 0 I

Figure 6:

i VclOC--1
k 1 M, 1,----1

~oe------ .."": L\td

-'jM
1/,---! I:

e
·I---~/+/-~[> tto-----t-s-----t

d

An example of the comparators output behaviour.

In the next paragraph a first-order linear model will be given to describe the regeneration
module. Then a derivation can be made for the deterministic behaviour, the noise sources
and the failure- rate of a comparator.
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2.2 First-order linear comparator modelling

To predict the failure rate of a particular comparator, it is convenient to use a simple and
handy model for it. In this chapter an introduction is given for the two models of the
sample- and regeneration module.

2.2.1 The Sample module

For the sample module, a switch can be used as model. And this switch can be an ideal
model for a transmission gate, that can be constructed in several designs. (see figure 7 )

V clock

input fZ5
signal

1
TT JZJ Regenexation

module

Figure 7: Transmission gate.

2.2.2 The Regeneration module

For the regeneration module, most commonly a flip-flop is used. In a first approximation a
flip-flop can be modeled as two positively feed-backed first order amplifiers, shown in
figure 8. Here two stages are used, each containing an invertor with amplification -A,
followed by a RC-filter with t =R C.

Figure 8: First-order small-signal model of a flip-flop.

In figure 9 a transfer characteristic of a flip-flop is given. It is clear that the middle of the
metastable region is defined by V = V bl •

m me/asia e
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1

o I . :
: VII:
, I
o 0

:-.:

8(V)

Metastable state (M.S.S.)

Stable state

-v1

Figure 9: Transfer characteristic of a flip-flop.

So Vm is defined as the sample voltage, at which both flip-flop nodal voltages VI and V
2

are of the same value. The region 8(v) around V =Vm is the metastable region we are

interested in. Related to 8(v) is the time 8(t). So when the falling edge of the presented
sample clock appears within this small time interval 8(t), the flip-flop will start his
regeneration mode at a metastable state. This is illustrated in figure 10.
The regeneration phase is here, in this discussion, defined to start at the falling edge of the
sample clock. To give a good view, slow rising and falling edges of the input signal are
drawn in figure 10.

clock ~ r
[v]

input 1
[v]

.. ..... ..... . ·········t 6 (v).. : ::: .. .

6(t)

Figure 10: Signal configuration.

8
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2.3 Deterministic small-signal behaviour

Before analysing the noise distribution and making a failure rate derivation for the
comparator, some formulas concerning the ideal first-order small-signal flip-flop behaviour
will be derived in this chapter.

In figure 8 it is defined that the amplification of one state is -A, and that 't =R C.
Using the feedback theory, the condition for oscillation can be used to determine the
metastable condition. [5]
This results in:

(1)

Where in equation (1), A is expressed as :

(2)

The solutions of the differential equations, with all voltages related to the voltage Vm , are:

and

A.-I t _ A.-I t

V = Ae-';- + A
2
e -,;-

I I

A.-I t _ A.-I t

V
2

= -Ale -,;- + A
2
e -,;-

(3)

(4)

Where VI and V2 are the output voltages of amplifiers 1 and 2 respectively. The constants Al
and ).,2 are integration constants. By inserting the initial conditions for t =0 into equation
(3) and (4), the integration constants can be determined. So the integration constants can
be expressed by:

(5)

and

(6)

9



Solving AI and 1..2 from equation (5) and (6) it follows that:

A = VOl - V02 (7)
1 2

and

A = VOl + V02 (8)
2 2

By looking at the equations (3) and (4), the second tenn can, for this first-order model, be
neglected with increasing time [5]. This because the term with the positive exponent
shows an increase in signal. The next value is introduced:

This is also equal to the logical swing of the comparator output. The solutions for the
dominating output voltages becomes:

(9)

OVO
A.-I
-' (10)

VI =_-e t

2

and

OVo
A -I_0_,

(11)V2 = - e t

2

Now the results of fonnulas (10) and (11) will be used in the next paragraph for the
discussion regarding the signal distribution on the regeneration part of the comparator.
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2.4 The failure rate for metastable states

The sample-&-hold module does only have to sample voltage values of the input signal,
which occur within a predefined voltage window. A voltage window can be defined for
example from OV to 5V. Or in an AID converter were N comparators are drawn up in a
parallel way, the window can be defined as a 1/N part of the total converting range. In
the rest of this chapter there will be assumed that one comparator is used with a voltage
window between a maximum voltage for the digital '1', and a minimum voltage for '0'.
Another thing is that the input signal value appears randomly in time. This means that the
probability of being inside the voltage window, is equal for each voltage amplitude of the
input signal. Therefore it can be concluded that the input signal voltage appears with a
uniform distribution function, which is shown in figure 11.

To see what the average number of MSS by time unit for the output of the regeneration
module is, first the probability of one MSS will be derived. For this matter figure 11 is

used. Here Vd and VA: are arbitrary voltages, with Vd < VA:' The area -Vd ~ 0 ~ +Vd can
be considered as the metastable region.

p(v)

1

o r====~----¥~
'0' '1'

v

Figure 11: Uniform distribution function of the sample values.

As the sample values during the edges, at t =0, are unifonnly distributed, the probability

of sampling a voltage V ~ V
d

that is in the metastable state is:

By using the next relationship between V
d

and VA:' derived in [5] is:

A-I
__0_ (I.-I.)

V = V e 't
d A:

(12)

(13)

were td and tAo are the corresponding durations of metastable states that were sampled with

voltages V
d

and VA:' respectively.

11



The equations (12) and (13) lead to:

(14)

Now if VA: is equal to a logical one, and -VA: is equal to a logical zero, then P(IVI:S;VA:)=1

and tA: =0. Thus equation (14) reduces to:

(15)

The probability of sampling a value IVI:S;Vd is equivalent to the probability of occurrence

of a MSS whose duration t is longer than td. So therefore:

A. - 1-__ '.
P(t>t

d
) = e 't

(16)

Equation (16) is valid when one sample is taken. Now if we take No samples, uniformly

distributed between logical '0' and logical '1', the average number Mn of MSS's lasting

longer than a time td is

A. - 1-__ '.
M

n
= No e 't

So if No = fsampling = T 1 then you have Mn metastable states per second.
sampling

(17)

There is also a relation between the unity gain bandwidth and the sampling frequency ratio
to the number of MSS's per second [30].

T
When a symmetrical clocking scheme is used then At

d
=_s. So during half the sampling

2
time the flip-flop is in input or sampling position, while during the second half of the

sampling time the flip-flop is in decision or regeneration position. The time constant 't can
be expressed into the unity gain bandwidth of the individual amplifiers. This gives:

(18)

12



and with f ugb =Ao f 3dB , equation (17) will change in:

M = f. exp( - (1 __1) f ugb 1t) (19)
n sampling A f.

o sampling

To get some feeling with equation (19), in figure 12, 18 the relation between f ugb and
!sampling

the number of metastable failures per second is illustrated.

20

fa/fa

t
11

Ie

-5
10 10-4

A-J

....4
A~

....10
A_1OO

5 10-2 5 10-1 5 100

_ Emon(l/_l

Figure 12: Relation between fugb / fSlllTf)iing ratio and the number of
metastable errors per second.
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2.5 Signal and Noise analysis

2.5.1 Sample signal-&-noise distribution

From paragraph 2.4 is shown that the distribution function of the sample values at the
input of the regenerator is uniform. This means that the probability of being inside the
voltage window is equal for each voltage amplitude of the input signal. The voltage
window was defined between a maximum voltage for the digital '1', and a minimum
voltage for '0'. The uniform distribution function of the sample values is illustrated in
figure 13.

P (v)

v

Ii(v)
~

: : I
. .. . I . . . .
. . . . I . . . .

«1:-:-
·.·.1.·.·
·.·.1.·.·
·.·.1.·.·
·.·.1.·.·
·.·.1.·.·
·.·.1.·.·o "1----+--...;.'';.!,.';.,:.''----t------I>

1 -

'0 ' '1'

Figure 13: Uniform distribution function of the sample values.

Now the noise at the input of the sample module will be considered. Here it can be said
that the circuit noise has a normal distribution with a zero mean [5, 19, 30]. On any
sample value a circuit noise distribution function, with respect to the "metastable" signal
band, is superimposed. In figure 14 the circuit noise effect, for some sample values, on the
uniform distribution function is shown.

P(v)

1 -

o -I-__.....I..Jt.,t:/."/:i::;),~f::/:i.~\~\lo.....-__-i>
I v

'0 I '1'

Figure 14: Circuit noise effect on the uniform distribution function.

Now subsequently, the superposition again has also a nearly uniform distribution. In figure
15 an illustration is given for this superposition and it is seen that the distribution remains

14



uniform over the range of sample values, within the voltage window.

P(v)

1 -

5(v)

10-1

o ;...====£.-I.--------:+.:....--~I==='-t> v

'0 ' '1'

Figure 15: Superposition of circuit noise on a uniform distribution function.

In figure 15 it is shown that, when the flip-flop nodal voltages are VI = V2 = V_Iaslable'

the nodal voltages are in the middle of metastable region B(v). So the interesting region
B(v) around Vm is the metastable region in which the superposition has a uniform
distribution function. Noise does not affect therefore the distribution of sample values at
the sample moment.

Up till now it has been seen that the noise and the input signal are both uniformly distrib
uted. Summarizing, the noise at the comparator input has no predictable influence on the
way the comparator makes a decision. These suppositions are general accepted in the
literature by [2,5,19].

2.5.2 Regeneration signal and noise distribution

The question that comes up now is; how will the signal distribution be at the comparator

output, after the decision time I1t
d

has passed by. Even if the regenerator output is in a
stable or in a metastable position. To find out, the considerations about the first-order flip
flop small-signal behaviour, made in paragraph 2.3, will be used here.

With the formulas of (10) and (11), it is possible to say something about the distribution

of the regenerated output signal at a moment, say t
d

, that is the moment the decision time

I1td ended. So at the moment td , each value VOl' V02 ' that was sampled at ts ' is multiplied

A -1
by a value exp(+ ·l1td ). The values of the input signal VOl' V02 (at t = tJ were said

to be uniform distributed, so this can than also be said [2,5] about the output values of
A-I

VI' V2 at t = td. So concluding the values of VI = VOl exp( 0 t) are uniformly
't

distributed too any time. [5, 2, 19]
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2.6 Noise influence at the failure-rate of a two-stage comparator

A designer who needs a large analog bandwidth and a very low failure-rate, can arrange
this by implementing two, or more comparators in series. [35] The amplification of Ao of

each comparator doesn't have to be so high to get the factor (Ao-1 )/ t large enough for
the desired probability of failure.

(because t=1/(21t!3db) => facktor = (Ao-l)21t!3db )
In this paragraph a two-stage comparator-system will be discussed, see figure 16.

VInput

Signal

Master comparator

Clock I

V
master, out

Slave comparator

Clock 2

Figure 16: Two-stage comparator system.

The first comparator is defined as the master, and is controlled by clock!. The second is
defined as slave and is controlled by clock2. Each comparator can be designed in such a
way, that for each unit the factor (Ao-1 )/'t is known. This of course by using the
described model from chapter 2. The two-stage comparator starts his operation, by first
getting access to the master comparator. It goes through the sample-&-hold- and regener
ate process respectively. The differential input voltage of the master comparator
(at t=t I ), is after the regeneration process at t = t de" ,multiplied by the factor

m,samp e m, CUlon

A -1
exp ( O,m f:,.t). With f:,.t as the regeneration duration time of the master.

t m m
m

Now the new voltage, V is presented at the input of the slave comparator. Next the
masler,oul

slave comparator gets the access, and goes also through the sample & hold- and regenerate
process. Then after the slave regeneration process, the signal is once more multiplied by a

A -1
factor exp ( 0,$ f:,. t ).

t $

$

As stated in paragraph 2.4, the distribution of the signal and circuit noise is uniform at a
comparator input. This is obviously valid for the input of the master comparator.

16



The question I want to note here is:
Is the output signal of the master, that is put through to the input of the slave, uniformly
distributed?
And when not, has the circuit noise some influence on the failure-rate of the whole (Wo
stage comparator system?

Now, attempt to give an answer be made at the above-mentioned questions.
Different to the general opinion, that the distribution of the comparator input signal is
always uniform, B. Zojer stated in his paper [35] that the signal distribution at a second
comparator depends on the new sampling time of the second comparator. The timing of
the second clock can be chosen in such a way that the slave input voltage appears in the
metastable region with a very low probability. In the next discussion, an explanation of
this item will be given.

A -1 A-1
Suppose that the factors ( O.masler ) and ( O.slave ) of the two-stage comparator are

'tmasler 'tslave

known. The factors which can still be filled in, by the designer are: P" PI'e ,mas er e,s ave

11 tmasler and IHslave •

First the designer will choose a differential output voltage for the slave (VS•
OUI

) which is
also a definition for the stable boundaries related to the '1' and '0'. So this means that at
the end of the slave regenerator process this voltage must be available on the slaves
output

Next, the regeneration time !:it must be chosen so that the amplification factor exp (A.-I !:it )
s 't s

of the slave is fixed, and the probability of failure P I is known as:
e,s ave

A•.,-I- __ '1,

P =e 't,
e,slave

(20)

Now, when this is defined, the metastable voltage region for the slave input and master
output can be calculated by:

A -1
O(V

m
) = V

S
•
OUI

exp( - o.s IH )
't S

S

(21)

Suppose, for this example, that there is no noise on the signal at the slave input, and at the
slave sample moment t = t Iav I • For the worst case situation, take the differential

S,s s e,samp e

input voltage of the master equal to zero. Then the master must try within his regeneration
time !:itm to rise his differential output voltage to at least o(Vm ). So a minimal time of

I1tm can now be chosen. When !:itm is chosen too short, the output of the master can give

a metastable state for this worst case situation. Using !:itm the probability of failure

P I is yet known.e,rPIaS' er

The total probability of failure for the whole two-stage comparator is now defined as:

P =P • Pe.,olal e,master e,s/ave
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Figure 17: Noise model for two-stage comparator system.
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Figure 18: Circuit noise superimposed at Vout of the master comparator.
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Summarizing till now with the assumption of no noise on the signal, the worst case
situation is as follows:

The differential input- and output voltage of the master at the moment t =tm,sample is zero,

and this output voltage will then rise during the regeneration time At
m

to B(Vm ). (assum

ing that Atm is correctly chosen)

The differential input- and output voltage of the slave at time t =tmasler.dec:ision =tslave,sample is
on the edge of the defined metastable voltage region. (see figure 18)

So with no noise on the signal, you can say that after Ats ' the output voltage of the slave
is at least in the defined stable voltage region from '0' or '1'.

p *P =p ='t +'te.masler e,slave e,lOlal masler slave
(23)

Now with the above described situation, the circuit noise is added to the comparator
system. The circuit noise of the master and the slave are both uniform distributed with

zero mean. Summarizing them, give a total noise voltage Vnoise with the same attribute.
The probability of the total circuit noise distribution is drawn in figure 18. The total noise
is superimposed on the output voltage of the master, which give the formula:

V" =V + V .s av~,rnpul master,output noise
(24)

The root mean square value Vrms of the noise is equal to the standard deviation um' This
nns noise voltage for the sampling moment can be obtained by measurement. [19] And

so the standard deviation un is available.

For the worst case situation the noise failure distribution with zero mean, at the sample

moment of the slave t I I ' is drawn in figure 18. The middle of the noise failures ave.sampe

distribution is adjusted on the edge of the metastable region. In this situation it is seen
from the figure that the noise gives a probability to reenter the signal in the metastable

region. The probability P for reentering the signal into the metastable region, due toe,n

noise, can now be calculated. This probability P is equal to the surface area of the noisee.n

distribution that falls inside the metastable region. In figure 18 this region is hatched. So
the probability of failure due to noise, for this worst case example, becomes:

1 x-p 1
__ exp(=--) dx -
an{lit an 2

(25)

Which can be calculated by looking up in a table for the standard normal distribution [43].
So equation (25) becomes:

(26)
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In figure 19 the result of the function of P lI,no;SII ( B(VM.s.S) / CJno;SII ) as a function of

B(VM.S.s) / CJMin has been reflected.

Pe,noise

1/2 -+- ----====- _

1/4

o

o 2 3 4 5

BVm.s.s .

CJnoise

Figure 19: The probability of noise failure as a function of o(V",SS) / CJnoisoo'

From this figure it can be seen that for the situation that the width of the metastable

region B(VM.s.S ) is about three times larger than the standard noise deviation CJnoislI ' the

probability for reentering the metastable region is L For this situation the influence of
2

noise on the total probability of failure can be neglected, To give an example: a total
probability of failure for one metastable state of about 1.10,12 is common, so due noise the
this will than rise to 2.10'12.

On the other hand when there is a lot of noise in the system, compared to B(VM.s.S)' the
probability of failure for reentering the metastable region is very low. So for this case you

can say that when the circuit noise standard deviation (Jno;SII » metastable region, PII,noiSfl

can be very low and will give no new information to the total failure rate.

Going back to the questions noted at the beginning of this paragraph, you can say that in
general the noise has almost no influence on the probability of failure due to metastability
of the whole two-stage comparator. So it is justified to assume, for the comparator model
used here, that the noise distribution at a comparator output is as good as uniform.
But it is important to be reckon with, that the sampling time moment of the slave
comparator is in such a way adjusted, that the decision time of the master comparator is
long enough to reach the edge of the metastable region.
So in this way B.Zojer [35] is right when he says that the signal distribution at the input
of a following comparator depends on the sampling moment of this following comparator.
Especially this is true when the sampling time of the following comparator falls within the
good adjusted regeneration time of the comparator in front of it.
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3 Analysis of comparator failure-rate

3.1 Introduction

In paragraph 2.5, fonnula (27) has been derived for the probability of occurrence of a
metastable state whose duration time is longer than a time /!itd • This by using the first
order small-signal flip-flop model for the regeneration module.

A. - 1---',
P(t>t

d
) = e 't

(27)

The aim of course is to get this probability of failure as small as possible.
This can be done by enlarging the time /!it

d
of the regeneration phase. Enlarging /!it

d
is

possible to use in a comparator system. But this option is limited to use, especially when a
sample frequency is chosen by the designer. And when a symmetrical clocking scheme is

used then /!it = _1_. So mostly f rand /!it
d

is predefined at a desirable value.
2 f._. samp mg

A second option for getting the probability of failure as small as possible, is enlarging
(Ao-1 )1t. The problem that comes here up is when, for example Ao of the amplifiers is

set to a higher value, automatically t will increase. This is because t 3dB = 1/(2 7t hdb)

and because consequently hdB goes down when Ao goes higher. So the situation can be,

that the J:ample you want to have is too high for the comparator circuit.

In this chapter an analysis is made for enlarging the factor (Ao-1 )/t by means of AC
and Transient circuit analysis.
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3.2 Designing by means of AC-analysis

From the introduction it is shown that the factor (Ao-1 )/t must be as high as possible to
lower the probability of a metastable state. Enlarging this factor is possible by increasing
the amplification of the amplifiers in the comparator, and by lowering the time constant t.

This is not so easy as it looks like, because Ao and t are related to each other in such a

way, that when the bandwidth (Bandwidth = f_3tJb = 1/(2 7t t)) of the comparator lowers,

Ao increases. This is also valid for the opposite way. The factor can be rewritten as:

(28)

Finding an optimum for formula (28), can be translated in finding an optimum for the
Unity Gain-Bandwidth product Ao*f-3db • To find the optimum, AC-analysis can be used.

But this gives some problems. Determination of Ao and the bandwidth during the regener
ation process is not possible, because the regenerator is a positively feed-backed system.

So to find Ao and f-3db , the regenerator circuit must be uncoupled as shown in figure 20.
For good analyses, the second amplifier-system must have the same kind of load, as in the
positively feed-backed regenerator. This can be made possible by putting a third amplifier
system at the end.

,,
- &. •• •• •• •• •• •• I

Figure 20: Uncoupled regenerator model.

Now in this way the factors Ao and f-
3db

of the circuit can be measured or simulated.

The question that comes up is: Will the results of Ao and f-3db , found from simulation, be
the same as in the positively feed-backed regenerator?
Simple comparator circuits designed by means of AC-analysis can give good results
[9,17]. But still the uncertainty stays that the regenerator is not operating, in the way it
was meant by the designer.
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3.3 Designing by means of Transient-analysis

A possibility to check the factor A,,-1 at once, is by using a transient analysis. The follow-
't

ing derivation will be done for getting an expression for the mentioned factor.

The output difference, Q - rl, of the comparator can be obtained by subtraction of
equation (10) from (11). This gives:

The derivation of equation (29) to time becomes:

av A.-I, A-I
OUI s:: 0=u(Vo) -e 't -(__)

----at 't

(29)

(30)

In equation (30) the formula for V
OUI

is here included, so this formula can be rewritten to:

av A -1
oul = V .(_0_)

----at Oul 't

And now the factor being in demand becomes:

(31)

A -1o

't
=

1

V
oul

(32)

So using formula (32) for transient analysis, it is possible to find this factor at once.

To give a first insight, a transient simulation of an arbitrary comparator is shown in
figure 21. Here a differential output voltage like formula (29), and the derived signal of
formula (32) is shown. Also at the top of this figure the clock and the input signal are
drawn. The sampling process starts at the rising edge of the clock. At the decreasing edge
of the clock, the input signal held and the regeneration process is started. Also at the
moment that the clock falls, the signal of interest (23) grows. The information about the

factor IA,,-1 I' observed here, is found in the environments which are marked by an ellipse.
't

In the figure 21 it is seen that the factor is about 1.109
• Other factors, like the width, and

the surface of this particular pulse are also of interest.
In the chapters 4 and 5 this is worked out for several comparators systems.
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Figure 21: Transient analysis of an arbitrary comparator.
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4 Simulation of bipolar comparators by
transient analysis

4.1 Introduction

The simulation results of several comparator circuits for the failure-rate, which where built
with a bipolar technology, are in this chapter discussed. The simulations are derived from

circuit-transient analysis, using PSPICE simulation software, version 5.0 a.

In addition to the factor (Ao-l)/t, other factors and parameters had been extracted too.
Successively enumerating; the shape, the width and the surface from the signal that corre
sponds with formula (23), but also circuit parameters, like the current, the differential
output voltage, the time delays, etc.
After the simulations, there has been observed for relations between the parameters
mutually. These relations are expressed in several graphics.

4.2 The transistor model

In the PSPICE version 5.0 a the Gummel-Poon-model is used [41]. This model is an
expansion and refinement of the original Ebers-MoIl-model. The essentially expansion is
taking the Early-effect into account.
The parameter set that is used for the simulation, came from Philips Research Laboratory,
and are the model parameters from real transistors. So in this wayan optimal and realistic
transistor model is used for SPICE simulations.

ColJect~

Figure 22: Bipolar transistor model.
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4.3 Basic bipolar comparator circuit

4.3.1 Circuit description

This comparator-circuit is simple of structure, and can be often find as a part of a complex
comparator system. So in this way it is convenient to start with this circuit, shown in
figure 23.

Vdd

Rei

V output

V input

Clock

Figure 23: Basic bipolar comparator circuit.

Q2

Q4 l-f&--------,

V referetlee

(33)

In this circuit the subdivision can be made, which is discussed in chapter 2. The sample

&-hold module is formed by the transistors Q
3

and Q4 and by the collector resistors RCI

and Rc2 • The collector resistors R
CI

and R
C2

give for the sample- &-hold module an
amplification adjustment. This amplification, which has been derived in [37], is:

A = (V2 -V3 )output = -SR
(V - V ). collector

:; 6 Input

Where S is the mutual conductance, equal to the ac-transconductance &n, defined as:

S =gm = olcollector = q 1 :: 401oUbe kT collector - collector
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The regeneration module is fonned by Q1 and Q2' and is positively feed-backed. The

comparator control is done by a clock signal steering the transistor Q,. The inverted clock

signal steers transistor Q6' The voltages over the two collector resistors ReI and Rc2 ' at
the nodes 2 and 3, gives the differential output voltage. The differential input signal must

be offered at the two basises of Q3 and Q4'

The transistor couple (QS,Q6)' operates as a switch. The status depends only on the
difference between the nodal voltages Vg and V9• The function of the current assumption

by the transistors Qs and Q6 has a hyperbola curve. This is derived in [40], and shown in
figure 24.

(35)

I c z--=---....-=--:-:....:- - - - - - -
I CIa I - - - - - -=-.-::;..=.__.......:....

- 170 -1~0 -7~ 1S '50 170 
U,-Uz (mVl

Figure 24: Cu"ent characteristic of a transistor pair, like 0 5 and 0 6,

For a good adjustment of the differential clock voltage, take the situation that the current

through one of the transistors is 0.1 % of the total current I , then the differential
source

voltage is approximately 0,17 V.

Also here care must be taken to the problem that the transistors Qs and Q6 will not

become in forward biased. For example as Vs at the basis of Q3 is 2,5 V, then the voltage

on node 7 is about V7 = Vs - VM == 2,5 - 0,6 = 1.9V. If the clock voltage on node 8 is

~ 1.9V, then transistor Q, becomes in a forward condition.
When the differential clock signal is to high, the chance for distortion on the output by
clock feedthrough increases and has to be prevented.

4.3.2 The sample-&-hold process.

Now when the clock is high, transistor Qs comes in conduction and the sample-&-hold

module is activated. The transistors Q1 ' Q2 are not conducting any current, so for this

Phase they can be seen as disconnected. The current I is here defined as an ideal con-source
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stant current source. So [source flows through the branches formed by RCI ' Q3 and RC2 ' Q4'

Depending on the differential input signal and the amplification, there will flow more or
less current through a branch. This means that over the collector resistors a voltage,
depending on the current is generated. At the end of the sampling process, a differential
amplified input signal is generated over the nodes 2 and 3. So this means that during the
sample-&-hold process, already a part of the decision process is performed, whether the
differential input signal is positive or negative.
At the moment that the clock changes, the signal at the nodes 2 and 3, becomes the initial
condition for the regeneration process, and so at that moment the sample is held.

4.3.3 The regeneration process.

As now the clock signal goes high, transistor Q
3

starts conducting the whole current. The

transistors Q3' Q4' are now disconnected. As seen in figure 23, the transistors QI' Q2 are

positively feed-backed. The voltage at node 3 is the input for the basis of Q., and node 2

for Q2' SO the regeneration process has a start-condition, depending on the sampling

process, and goes on as long as the decision time t:.. t takes, or as long as the current in

one of the branches is not zero yet. When the regulated decision time t:..t is long enough,
then at the end of the regeneration process, the whole current will flow through one of the

branches. The voltage at the nodes will then have a value of VdJ or Vdd -(lsollrce * R). The

differential voltage is V dff. =/ * R .our. ,. source c

4.3.4 Simulation results

The circuit model from figure 23 is described in a spice program, the listing is placed in
the appendix. The node numbers in this figure are corresponding to the spice node num
bers. For the simulation, discussed here, some parameters are adjusted at a constant value.
These are the clock-frequency at a value of 500 Mhz, the input-signal with frequency of
245 MHz and an amplitude of 100uV and the source voltage of the whole circuit
(Vdd=5V) .
The variable parameters are the collector-resistors, and the current-source.
It must here be noticed, that at the output no load circuit is connected. So the load
influence has not taken into account for these simulations

The simulation results where analyzed by hand. This could be done by using the display
program Probe, that is a part of the PSPICE software.
During the simulations, it has been clear that for reliable results, the relative tolerance
(RELTOL) of the PSPICE simulator must be fixed at about 1.10-6 to 1.10,7. When the
parameter RELTOL is larger that 1.10,6, unexpected distortions arrive in the simulation
results. Making RELTOL smaller than 1.10,7 will not give better information and results in
a longer simulation time.
Using a smaller amplitude then 100uV for the input sinus curve gives a problem for the
simulation program PSPICE. Displaying smaller voltages with Probe, shows an input
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signal which looks like a 'stairs' sine curve.

Several parameters are noted down, from the simulation results and are used to draw a
comparison between other parameters. The height, the width and the surface area of the

signal .4,,-1 has been observed.
~

During the simulations, it has become clear that the circuit is not operating good for any
fixed current and resistor combination. Using a collector resistor bigger than about
2500 Ohm, can give a problem for a correctly operating comparator.
For correctness it must be said that only those simulation results where used for the
project. by which the comparator output was functioning correctly. By doing this, the area
where the comparator correctly is active is also seen in the graphics.

The relation IA:-I I= f(/sOW'c~) and IAo:1 I= f( VdiffmntiaJ OUIPU,) :

By varying both the collector resistor and the current source, the differential output

voltage is available. The factor IAo-I I is taken from the simulated signal as a mean height
~

of the particular pulse, illustrated in figure 21. The rising side of this pulse can have a
large overshoot, even sometimes as twice the mean height. This overshoot is caused by the
clock-feedthrough, and is not the factor value we are looking for.
In figure 25 and 26 simulation results for the above mentioned relations are traced out. In
figure 25 is seen that the area, where the circuit correctly operates, gets smaller for a
higher desired output voltages. The relation between the differential output voltage and the
factor, seems to be exponential. But the price for a high value, to give a higher amplifica
tion, must be paid with a relative high current. For the transistor model, used here, the
maximum collector current is 600uA.
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lA-II . IA,,-I,The relation Pulse Width _0_ =f(l ) and PulseWldth - =f(VJ,'ffi . I ) :
't source 't w ennllQ output

Another phenomenon is the width of the 'pulse' from the factor A. -I • The width is here
~

defined as the distance between the rising and falling pulse edge, at a 50% level of the
total height. (see figure 27)
The functions of the pulse width are illustrated in figure 28 and 29 respectively.
Here also an exponential relation is seen between the differential output voltage and the
width of the factor.
Another relation I want to mention is between the pulse width and the amplitude height of
the input signal. For a small amplitude, a small sample is taken. This results for the
regenerator in a relative longer regeneration time to make a decision, then when a higher
ainplitude for the input signal is used. So a small amplitude for the input signal results in
a wide pulse width, and a high amplitude for a smaller pulse width. This relation has not
been observed, for the bipolar circuits.

height

10011i 1 height, , pu se
- ,

, ,, ,, ,,,
~ \

:"--~- ,, ,, ,,
Width

,, ,,
~!( SOIli pulse

- ,, ., ,
, :,

Time'"

Ao-l 20G
't

Figure 27: Definition of the pulse width from signal (Ao·1)It.
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The relation Swfacepulsearea IAo-I 1=/(1 ) alld Swfacepulsearealine Ao
-

1
1=/(VJiff. I ,)

~ soo~ t w.~~

At last the surface area of the pulse has been observed. To find this surface area, the
simulated signal of fonnula (23) has been integrated within the spice program PROBE.
The surface area becomes then:

Ie a
A -1 f 1 VSwface pulse area (_0_) = __~ dt

t '. Vou, at
(36)

In figure 27 the integration time-points are drawn. The reason for observing the area-para

meter is to find out if the surface area value is equal to the product of (Ao-l)1t times the

regeneration time tJ.t. If so, the surface area could be directly a criterion for the failure
rate, by substituting it in fonnula (16). The surface area as a function of ~oun:e and as a
function of Vdifferential output are illustrated in figure 30 and 31.
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Figure 30: Surface area (Ao-1)1t = f(lsourcaJ Figure 31: Surface area (Ao-1)1t = f(Vdlff outpuJ

To compare the suggested failure rate, the next factor is defined by: Qs = exp (surface).

In figure 32 the product [(Ao-1)/t]*tJ.t is calculated. Here the regeneration time tJ.t is

fixed at half the sample period-time (_1_). For the simulations the clock-frequency was
2/,_.

500MHz, which gives a /).t= 1.10-9 seconds. .
These curves are alike as figure 26, and so for example the probability of one metastable

state, for a VdiffetenliaJOUtput of IV, is exp(-20) == 2.10-9
• I. J I

J-b - to.

Also in figure 33 the product [(Ao-1)/t] *PulseWidt{is traced out. This product as
expected has a great deal in common with the surface area curves.
The product values are for Vout =O.2V about 2.5 times lower. For higher currents and
lower differential output voltages, the product around 7. So the direct relation, I thought

to be found, between the surface area and the product Ao-I *tJ.t, seems not to be existing.
't
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At last the probability of failure for one metastable state of the regenerator as a function
of the differential output voltage is shown on figure 34. Here the clock frequency is

500MHz. which results in a !J.t of Insec. From the figure is shown that a minimal
probability is obtained for a as high as possible differential output voltage and I.olU'Ce'

Pe,reg. =exp(-(Ao-1 l/tau·dt)
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Figure 34: P".f"9 =exp(-(Ao-1)1t • ..1t)

For the probability of failure for one metastable state of the whole comparator circuit. the
amplifying factor of the sample-&-hold part must be taken into account.

The fonnula for the total probability of failure becomes:

_ Ao-I/1/

P = _l_e -t-

_,IOlal lASH I

A-I
- { _0_111 + W( lASH I> }

= e t (37)
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With the differential amplifying for the Sample-&-Hold:

(V2 -V)
lAsH I= I (V

s
-V

6
) I = gmRcollulOT

In figure 35 the total probability is shown.

Pe,total=exp(-(Ao-1 l{tau*dt+ LN(AJn))
1E-oS

V.tMkJ-.-~·tJl"\ .
(38)
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Figure 35: p".'otaFexp(-(Ao-1jlt * M + LN( IAsHI ) j

Now for the situation that VdiCf.,oul=l V and Isowce=500uA it is seen from the last two figures
that the sample-&-hold amplifying, results in a improvement for the probability of failure
of about 30 times.
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4.4 Comparator with emitter-following

4.4.1 Circuit description

The basic-bipolar circuit is expand with an emitter-follower in the regeneration module,
which is shown in figure 36. The output is defined at the nodes 2 and 3. The emitter

followers Q7,Qg, lower the influence of the Miller effect at the input signal. The miller
effect is caused by the capacitance between the basis and the collector of a transistor.
These Miller capacitors reduce an amplifiers bandwidth, and are so a limiting factor for
the gain-bandwidth product of the regeneration module. In this way the emitter-follower

transistors Q7'Qg are making sure that the load at the output (especially the capacitive
load) has less influence on the regeneration process.
Each emitter-follower has been adjusted by a constant dc-current.

Vdd

V input

Rl

05

Q3

R2

04

06 ...........~...,_ V reference

Clock

Figure 36: Basic bipolar comparator circuit with emitterfollowing.

The same kind of PSPICE simulations are done here performed as with the basic

comparator circuit The height, the width and the surface area of the signal A.-l are
~

filtered out of the simulation.
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The relation IA
o
-\ I= f(l ) alld IA

o
-\ I= f( Vd:n: . I ):

't Jourc~ 't IJJerenllO oulput

They are show in figures 37 and 38. Now with using a lower current, in relation to the
basic comparator, it is possible to reach a higher differential output voltage. For example
with an ~ource of 200uA, a YOUI of 1Y is reach instead of 0.6Y. So the perfonnance is much
better now,
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Figure 37: (AO-1)1t = f(lsouroeJ Figure 38: (Ao-1)1t = f(VddfM,JnllaloulPUJ

The relation Pulse Width IAo-I I= f(l ) alld Pulse Width IAo-I I= f( V"n: . / ):
't source t wJJerentla output

The figures 39 and 40 do not give any new infonnation, in relation to the basic
comparator circuit without an emitter follower. An observation from figure 40 is that the
curve stays exponential by a ~ource of 600uA. For lower current sources, is the exponential
character there for lower differential output voltages.
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The relation Swface Pulse 1-°-1 =f(f ) and Sur+acepulse 1-°-1 = f( V'iffi . / ):

't SOurce J (; t UJ ennllQ output

Here in figure 42 can be seen that the surface stays for higher output voltages around the
7. using current sources of 200uA and higher. So maybe the surface value can tell us
something about the quality of the designed circuit.
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A-I
In the next figure 43 also the product _0- * PulseWidth is shown. The similarity to the

't

surface curves is here almost 100%.
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Figure 43: Product Pulse Width • (Ao-1)it

At last the probability of failure for one metastable state of the regenerator as a function
of the differential output voltage is shown on figure 44. Here the clock frequency also is

500MHz, which results in a Ll t of 1nsec.
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Figure 44: p•.r~.=exp(-(Ao-1)1t· M)

For the probability of failure for one metastable state of the whole comparator circuit, the
amplifying factor of the sample-&-hold part is taken into account. See figure 45.
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Figure 45: p.totarexp(-(Ao·1)1t· M + LN( IAsHI ) )

In comparison to the basic comparator, without emitter follower, the result here are
preferable. But it is still valid that for a lower probability of failure, the Vdiff.•OUI and the
~ource must be as large as possible.
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4.5 Comparator with emitter-following and tap-resistors

4.5.1 Circuit description

The circuit of paragraph 4.4 is now expand with two resistors R3 ,R
4

(see figure 46). The
output is defined at the nodes 6 and 7. With the tap-resistors is it possible to lower the dc
voltage level of the basises from the emitter-follower Q7,Q8' compared to the situation of
figure 36. The resistor Rl is equal to R2, and R3 is equal to R4.

Vdd

V input •

Rl

05

Clock r

R3

R2

R4

V output

Q4

06

)-----..
r Clock_Not

-
Figure 46: Bipolar comparator with emitterfollowing, and tap-resistors.

4.5.2 Simulation results

The ratios Rl!R3 (=R2!R4) and Rl~otal' which will give a minimal the probability of
failure, have been observed. Hereby ~olal = Rl+R3 = R2+R4 is a constant value. For Rtotal
is chosen for the simulation 2000 Ohm.

First the height, width and the surface area of the pulse (Ao-l)/t as a function of the
ratio Rl~ota1 will be discussed. Using this ratio, means consequently that the resistor R3 is
equal to ~olal-Rl. In the figures 47, 48 and 49, the simulation results are illustrated for
several fixed current sources.
Related to each fixed current source, the output voltage is equal to ~olal * ~ource.

The mean height of (Ao-l)/t is almost linear related to the ratio Rl~ola" It is seen that
the difference between the current curves of 500uA and 600uA is small.
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The surface area of the pulse (Ao-1 )/'t has
more an exponential relation to the ratio
R l~otal, while for the several fixed currents,
the difference is small.

The pulse width as a function of the ratio
R l~otal, seems to be a little parabolic. For
ratios between 0.5 to 0.7, the pulse width
becomes obviously at its smallest.

But the difference between the current curves
of 100 and 200uA is larger. So it must be
concluded that there is no much progress by
just rising the current to get a higher ampli
fication in the end.

Now the height and the width of the pulse as a function of the differential output voltage
will be discussed. This is done for several curves, related to a fixed R l~olal ratio.

See figure 50 and 51. This means of course that the fixed current for each output voltage
is equal to VdifC.ou/R,ocal.

The curves in the graphics for mean height and the pulse width, are closely together.

At last from figure 52, the surface as a function of the differential output voltage, shows
that for each fixed R1~otaJ relation the surface area rises a only a little for Vou'.
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The probability of failure for one metastable
state of the total comparator as a function of
the resistor Rl is shown on figure 53. Reme
mber that ~olal=2000 Ohm and R3=RIOlal-Rl.
Again the clock frequency is 500MHz, and

the !1t is Insec. So for this probability of
failure the amplification of the sample-&
hold parts taken into account. The simula
tions results in this figure shows that for each
fixed current an minimal probability can be
found. The minimal probability are found for
Rl values between 600 to 800 Ohm. In other
words, the minimal probability of failure is

found for ratios of R1!R3 between .:. and 2
5 "3.

Figure 54 gives some insight between the difference of the regenerator and the total
comparator circuit, for the probability of failure for one metastable state.

At the end of this paragraph, an illustration is given for the minimal probability of failure
as a function of the current source (figure 55). The difference between the regenerator part
curve and the total comparator curve is clear to see.
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Pmss=exp-({(Ao-1 )/tau} *dt+In(Altp»
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5 Simulation of CMOS comparators by
transient analysis

5.1 . Introduction

Comparators constructed in CMOS technology, must be approached in a different way. Up
till now, there is not much known about the design of CMOS comparators in relation to
lowering the failure rate. In this chapter a first start has been tried for several kinds of
CMOS comparators.
First a CMOS comparator will be discussed, with a similar structure as the basic bipolar
comparator of chapter 4. Next a CMOS master-slave folded cascode comparator is
analyzed, as part of an 8-bit high speed Analog-to-Digital Converter.
And at last the differential auto-zero comparator, invented by R.J. van de Plassche, has
taken into account for this investigation.

5.2 The MOS model

In the PSPICE version 5.<f the MOSFET model of figure 56 is used. Four kinds of device
models are available to chose from, which differs in the formulation of the I-V character
istic [41]. The device model level 3 is a semi-empirical short channel model and has been
used for the simulations here. This is done because the parameter set, acquired from the
Philips Research laboratory, was based on level 3.

Oro.!"

c.... RD

C<>d O>d

RC All

"'t. Bulk

c_ o-
AS

~

Figure 56: MOSFET model.
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5.3 Basic MOS comparator circuit, as equivalent to the basic bipolar
comparator

5.3.1 Introduction

In this paragraph a MaS comparator circuit is discussed which is equivalent to the basic
bipolar comparator from chapter 4. In spite of the fact that circuits build in MaS
technology can not achieve such high clock frequencies as with circuit in bipolar techno
logy, MaS transistors are more and more used in a way usually done with bipolar transis
tors.

5.3.2 Circuit description

The basic Mas comparator, shown in figure 57, operates logically the same as the bipolar
basic comparator.
When the clock is high, the transistor NM5 is biased, which results in activating the
sample-&-hold part
The sample-&-hold part consist of the transistors NM3 and NM4, and the resistors RI and
R2. The ~ource is a constant fixed current.

Vdd

Vinput ~

Rl

NM3

Vc10ck ~

Voutput R2

NM2

NM4

~ Vc10ck

~ Vreference

Figure 57: Basic MOS comparator.
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The amplification of the sample-&-hold part, derived in [38], is given by:

V. -v
A = "'put ref. = -SR

SH V-V drain
drainl drain2

With S equal to the small-signal gate transconductance gm:

dId
S=gm=av1vo.<

GS

For VDS<VGS-VT' the linear region is ~:

= W C V = ID,/in
gm,/in T~ oX DS (V -V)

GS T

For VDS ;;:: VGS-VT' the saturation region is gm:

W 21
= C (V - V ) = D,sat

gm,sat T~ oX DS T (V -V)
GS T

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

When the clock is low, transistor NM6 is biased, and the regenerator part is then acti
vated. The regenerator consists of transistor NM 1,2 and the transistors R1 and R2.

The differential input signal is amplified in the sample-&-hold phase. At the moment that
the negative edge of the clock appears, this amplified input signal becomes an initial
condition for the regenerator. Now when the clock becomes low, the regenerator process
starts making a decision. At the end of the regeneration process, when the regenerator time
is long enough, the whole current Isource flows through one of the branches, or through Rl
in series with transistor NM 1, or through R2 in series with transistor NM2. The differen
tial output voltage is than equal to R1,2 * Isource.

5.3.3 Simulation results

First the height, the width and the surface area of the factor (Ao-l)/'t as a function of the
~ource is observed. For the simulation, the resistors were set to 40K Ohm, and the W/L
ration of the transistors NM1•2,3,4 is set to lOum/l um=10. The transistors NMS,6 have a W/L
ratio of 2um/2um=1. In figure 58 the factor (Ao-l )/'t =!Utail ) is shown. The relation
seems almost linear.

Next in figure 59 the relation Width pulse(Ao-l )/'t =!Utail ) is illustrated. The curves
shows, that the width decreases very quickly for an increasing the current in the first part.
For the second part, an increasing current shows that the curve has an exponential shape.
It was difficult to determine the surface area of the pulse, from the simulation results
displayed with Probe. The fluctuations on the surface area values were to large, to be
reliable. Therefore are they not shown in this report.
In figure 60 the probability of failure is shown for one metastable state, for the regenerator
part and the total comparator as a function of Isource = Itai, •
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(Ao-1 )/tau =f(ltail)
NM1.2.3,4: W/L=10. NM5.6: W/L= 1

Width pulse (Ao-1 )/tau =f(ltail)
NM1.2.3.4: W/L= 1O. NMS.6: WIL= 1
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Figure 59: Width pulse (Ao-1)It=f(lIAlJ.

For the probability of failure of the total comparator, the amplification of the sample-&
hold part is taken into account, which also was done in chapter 4. The clock frequency is
100MHz, which gives a decision time ilt =5 nsee.

Pe,total=exp(-«Ao-1 )/tau*dt+ LN (AJn)))
Pe,reg. =exp(-(Ao-1 )/tau*dt)
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Now the height of the factor (Ao-1 )/t as a function of the W/L ratio is observed. For the
simulation, the resistors were again set to 40K Ohm, and the Isource was set to 50uA. The
transistors NMS•6 have still a W/L ratio of 2/2 = 1.
The W value was varied between 2um to lOum, and the L was constant to 1urn.
In figure 61 this relation is shown, and also here an almost linear relation is seen. So the
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smaller the sample-&-hold- and the regeneration transistors are, the higher the factor

(Ao-1 )/t will be. And again in figure 62 the probability of failure is shown for one
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Figure 61: (Ao-1)1t=f(WIL ratio of NM1.2.3..J.

metastable state, for the regenerator part and the total comparator as a function of W/L
ratio of transistors NMI,2.3.4' The clock frequency was 100MHz, which gives a decision
time .1t = 5. nsec.

Pe,total=exp(-((Ao-1 )/tau*dt+ LN (AJn)))
Pe,reg. =exp(-(Ao-1 )/tau*dt)
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Figure 62: p•.1otaFf(WIL ratio of NM1•2.3•.J and p•.reg.=f(W/L ratio of NM1.2.3..J.

The difference between the curves from the total comparator and the regenerator is not
much. So decreasing the W value of transistors NMt,2 results in a good effect on the factor
(Ao-l )/t. But the W/L ratio of the transistors NM3,4 can preferable be chosen higher, to
give a better amplification for both phases. This is not simulated, due to a lack of time.
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5.4 Basic MOS comparator circuit with tap-resistors

5.4.1 Introduction

In this paragraph a basic MOS comparator circuit will be discussed. It is an extension on
the basic scheme of paragraph 5.3, with some extra resistors.

5.4.2 Circuit description

Now four resistors are used in this circuit. See figure 63.
Vdd

Rl R3

R2 Voutput

Vinput ~

Vc10ck ~

Figure 63: Basic MOS comparator with Tap-Resistors

~ Vc10ck

~ Vreference

The sample-&-hold part remains the same, with transistors NM3 and NM4 and with
resistors Rl and R3. The regeneration part is now different from paragraph 5.3. It consists
of transistor NMI and NM2 and the resistors Rl to R4. Now the differential output
voltage at the end of a regeneration phase is equal to ~OW'Ce * (R1+R2). Also the total
resistance is defined as ~olal = R1+R2 = R3+R4.
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5.4.3 Simulation results

First simulations has been done to find out what the height of the factor (Ao-I)/t will be
for several resistor values. The total resistor was set to ~oul=40k Ohm. The transistors
NM 1 to NM4 had W/L ratios of lOum/l um= 10, and the transistors NM5,6 had a W/L
ratio of 2um/2um=1. The current ~ource was set at a constant value of 50uA.

In figure 64 the relation (Ao-l)/t = f(Rl) is illustrated. Hereby you must remember that
the value of R2 = ~otal-R1. It is seen that the factor get a maximum for a low value of
R1. But of course this is not directly an optimization for the total comparator system. The
width as a function of the resistor Rl is illustrated as well. Here a minimum is found for a
value of Rl of about 25K Ohm. Which means that the regeneration process is very short.
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Figure 64: (Ao-1)1t=f(R1) Figure 65: Width pulse (Ao-1)It=f(R1).

Again the values of the surface area of the pulse, from the simulations, were not good to
determine by just reading out of the Probe display, which also happened at paragraph 5.3,
therefore these results were left out this report.

To find out if there is a relation between the ratio RIIR2 and the a minimal probability of
failure for one metastable state, the amplification of the sample-&-hold part has taken into
account. In figure 66, 68 the probability of failure for one metastable state, is set out for
the regeneration part, and the whole comparator circuit. The clock frequency was also set
to 100MHz, which gives a ~t=5nsec.

It is seen that there is a minimal probability of failure for Rl = 10K Ohm. So gives the

ratio RIIR2 = 10/30 = .!...
3

Now while an optimum is found for the ratio Rl1R2, it is used to see if the probability of
failure can be optimized by varying the W value of the transistors NM 1 to NM4. The
~oun:e was set to 40uA, and the transistors NM5,6 were still the same (W=2um, L=2um).
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For the transistors Nm 1 to NM4, the value of L was 1urn. And the resistors were: R1 =
R3 = 10k Ohm, R2 = R4 = 30k Ohm.

Pe,total=exp(-((Ao-1 )/tau*dt+LN (A_in)))
Pe. reg. =exp(·(Ao-1 l/tau*dt)
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Figure 66: P",tolaFf(R1) and P",T"9.=f(R1).

The relation is illustrated in figure 67.
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Figure 67: (Ao-1)1t=f(W/L ratio)

The probability of failure, as a function of the W value, is now shown for the optimum
Rl/R2 ration situation. There is not much difference between the curve of the regenerator
and the total comparator circuit.
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Pe,total =exp(-((Ao-1 )jtau*dt+ LN (AJn)))
Pe,reg. =exp(-(Ao-1 )/tau*dt)
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Figure 68: P•.ID,aFf(W) and P•.reg,=f(W).
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5.5 Master-slave folded cascode comparator

5.5.1 Introduction

The CMOS master-slave folded cascode comparator, discussed in this paragraph, has been
implemented by A. Venes at the Philips Research Laboratories [42]. This comparator
circuit is part of an 8-bit high speed CMOS Analog to Digital Converter.
Doing simulations of the whole comparator circuit at once, does not give a good overview
about the probability of failure. So for the case here, this comparator circuit has been
divided into parts.
First the simplified comparator circuit, has been looked for by circuit simulations. Next an
attempt to optimize this part for the failure rate is done. At the end, the slave circuit is
added, so the whole comparator circuit could be simulated. At the end the circuit has been
tried to optimize for the failure rate.

5.5.2 Circuit description of the Master-Slave folded cascode comparator

The whole circuit of the CMOS Master-Slave folded cascode comparator is shown in
figure 69. The master and the slave have separate clock inputs.

First the Master-circuit will be discussed in this paragraph:
This comparator consist of a folded cascode structure, which is formed by the transistors
pm) and p~. The differential input signal is connected to the inp and inm nodes of the
differential transistor pair nm1 and nm2• The tail-current for this pair is controlled by
transistor nm3, which operates as a current source. Transistor nm3 is externally biased
through current Ilbias, with the current mirror nm3, nmln. The PMOS transistors pm1 and pm2

are current biased with transistor pmlp and the external current Ilpbias' The folded cascode
transistors pm3 and pm4 are biased with the PMOS transistor pmlc and the current IlcbiaS
which forms a mirror current circuit.

The transistor nl1\; is the switch for controlling the operating phases of the master. The
sample-&-hold and the regeneration phase is controlled by the clock signal CM, which is
connected to the gate of nmos transistor nl1\;. If the clock CM is high, the master operates
in the sample phase. When the clock CM goes down, the signal is held, and the regener
ation process starts. Transistor nl1\; behaves like a controllable resistor. The transistors nm4

and nms are connected as nmos-diodes, and can be seen as disconnected for the sample
phase (CM = Vdd).
The differential output voltage of he master is defined at the nodes itl and it2, which is
detennined by the gate-source voltages of the latch pair transistors nm7 and nms'

Now if CM voltage becomes low, the transistor nl1\; stop being conductive and it's
resistance becomes infinite. The transistor pair nm7 and nms will form a positive feedback
loop, and so the regeneration process is started. If the regeneration time is long enough,
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Figure 69: Master-Slave folded cascade comparator circuit.

finally one transistor (nm, or nms) will conduct all the current (of the transistor pm3

and pm, ) and has consequently the lowest drain voltage.
It is possible to get all the current through one of the transistors nm, or nms, by the two
transistors nIn.$ and nm" which are connected as diodes.

Now the Slave-circuit will be discussed:
The differential output voltage of the master (VitI, Vit2) is set at the gates of the nmos
transistors n~ and nmlO• The transistors n~ to nm12 all have the function as a switch.
The regenerator part of the slave is a flip-flop, build up with the inverters inv i and inv2•

The slave clock drives the gates of nmll and nm12• To prevent a incorrect operating of the
flip-flop by it's load, two buffers, inverter inv3 and inv4, are added to the circuit.
As the clock voltages Cs is low, the regeneration part by the flip-flop, can be seen as
disconnected. If Cs goes high, the regenerator process starts, and will give a digital value
at it's output q and nq.
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5.5.3 The simplified masters comparator circuit

mp2

mn7

clock

mp3

input!~ t----.......------I

In figure 70 is the simplified circuit drawn. This simplified comparator is a part of the
total comparator circuit of figure 69. formed by the NMOS transistors nm.. to nms and the
PMOS pm3• pm4 and pmle• Here the differential input voltage is applied to the gates of
pm3 and pm4. Transistor mpl is used as current source for the whole comparator and is
external biased through ~ource with the current mirror mpJ and mp2' Using this circuit
structure, the whole current can flow trough one of the transistors mns or mn6• at the end
of a regeneration process. Therefore the transistors nm4 and nms of figure 70. which are
connected as nmos-diodes, can be omitted in the simplified circuit.

Vdd

mn5 mll6

Figure 70: Simplified master comparator circuit.

5.5.4 Simulation & Optimization results of the simplified comparator circuit

Basic comparator circuit with original CMOS parameters:
First the original W/L ratios and M-factor, defined by Venes [42], were used for the basic
comparator circuit simulation. At first, the basic comparator is simulated without a load at
the nodes 6 and 7. So there must be taken into account to find values which will be to
idealistic. Next. the current ~ource was set twice the current Ilcbias' the clock frequency was
set on 50MHz. and the differential input voltage on the gates of mp3' mp4 was set to 1mV.

The values, which were found are for the factor I(Ao-1)/1: I = 22.108 , and with a surface
for the pulse of 10,9. See for the results/parameters, the table below. For this circuit

implementation, the factor (Ao-1) / 1: is very low. On the other hand, the regeneration time
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(here for this simulation ~t=I/(2.r..ampl,,)=20Ilsec) is long enough to give a good probabil

ity for one metastable state. (PMSS =exp( - 1\-1 !It) =exp( -44) =7.8£-20)
1:

Simulation results of the basic comparator circuit, with original parameters:

MOSFET W L M Height Surface
transistors [urn] [urn] (Ao-I)/t area pulse

mpl.2,3,4' 6 I I 2.2e+9 10.9
mn~.6 10 2 2
mn7 5 1 1

But the aim is to get the desired factor as high as possible, so that the regeneration time
can than be lowered to reach a higher clock frequency.
In the next part of this paragraph, several simulations will be discussed for optimizing the
circuit

Optimization for the factor IAo-I I of the basic comparator circuit:
1:

A way to raise the desired factor is to heighten the amplification of the mos transistor mns
and m~, which formed the regeneration part. This means increasing the small-signal gate
transconductance gm' for MOS transistors. (See formula (40) to (42» So increasing the
amplification of the MOS transistors mns and m~, can be realised by setting the length L
as small as possible and by increasing the W value.
Nowadays it is achievable to fabricate a MOS transistor with minimal dimension-precision
of 0.8um to 1urn. On the other hand the PSPICE program, which I have used for the
simulation, supports an minimal dimension of 1nm. So the minimal length of Iurn have
been used for simulations.
Also with an other MOS parameter. M (=device 'multiplier'), has to be taken into account.
The parameter M is used to simulate the effect of multiple MOS-devices in parallel. The
transistors are lying side by side in such a way that the length L remains the same. So the
effective width, overlap and junction capacitances, and junction currents of the MOSFET
are multiplied by M. The parasitic resistance values, such as the drain and source ohmic
resistance, are divided by M.
The original W values of mns and mn6 with an M=2, are in fact about 20um. Having a
great value for W, will not give that gain for the whole band, because the input gate-bulk

capacity is relative to large which results in a large 't -parameter. Therefore it is recom
mended to lower the width.

In the next table the important simulation results are reflected. First, for simulation A, the
width of the regeneration transistors mns and mn6 has been divided into halves. This

resulted in an improvement of (Ao-l )/t.
For the next simulations where the L-values, of all the MOSFET's, set to the smallest
possible simulated value of Iurn. For the simulations B to F are the W-values, of the
regeneration transistors, again and again lowered with 1urn. Simulation F gives the best

result for (Ao-I)/t, in this selies. The observation which here can be made is that for this
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optimization, lowering of the gate-bulk capacity is a more dominant factor than increasing
the gate transconductance &n of the transistors rnns and ~.
The simulations G and H show the result for the situation that all the MOSFET's are of
the same size. In H the factor M is set to 2, which results in a lowering of

(Ao-1 )/'t.

Simulations results for optimizing the comparator-circuit, with an [source=40uA and a
differential input voltage Vin=lmV:

MOSFET W L M Height Surface
transistors [urn] [urn] (Ao-l)/'t area pulse

mpl,2,J,.' 6 1 1 2.6e+9 11.58
A mnS,6 10 2 1

mn? 5 1 1

mpl,2,J,4' 6 1 1 5.0e+9 11.88
B mnS,6 7 1 1

mn? 6 1 1

mpl,2,J,4' 6 1 1 5.4e+9 11.80
C mnS,6 6 1 1

mn? 6 I 1

mpl,2,3.4' 6 1 1 5.6e+9 11.90
D mnS,6 5 1 1

mn? 6 1 1

mpl,2,3,4' 6 1 1 5.95e+9 11.9
E mnS,6 4 1 1

mn? 5 1 1

mpl,2,3,4' 6 1 1 6.1e+9 11.8
F mnS,6 3 1 1

mn? 5 1 1

G All transistors 6 1 1 5.3e+9 11.9

H All transistors 6 1 2 4.4e+9 11.9

Using transistors with all the same W/L ratio can give good results, as is seen from
simulation G.

The next item to find out was, what the height of (Ao-1 )/'t will be when all the transis

tors have a same W/L ratio. In the next figure 71 the relation is illustrated by simulation

for a series of width values. An almost linear relation is seen for (Ao-1 )/'t. Again it is
shown that for an good optimization the MOS-transistor must be as small as possible.
Also is, in figure 72, the surface area relation reflected, which seems almost independent
of the variation of the width W.

Next the influence of the fixed ~ource current has been looked at.
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This done for transistors with an W/L-ratio of 6um/l urn, which is shown in figure 73.
Also here is an linear current-relation seen. The surface-relation, in figure 74, is constant
for current above the 70uA. The current values above the 60uA, are actually to large for
these MOSFETs, but they were only used to give a better insight.

At last has the influence of the fixed I.OW'Ce had been looked for at a W/L-ratio of 3um/lu
m. In figure 75 for the height of the factor (Ao-I)/t is seen, that the increase for lower
currents is preferable than for the higher ones, in relation to figure 73. As a surprise for
the surface area relation in figure 76, is that the area grows tot a current of 40uA and
stays almost constant for higher I.OW'Ce =values.
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(Ao-1 )/tau=f(lsource)
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Figure 72: Surface pulse (Ao-t)1t =f(W/L ratio)
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Optimization for the factor IA.-I I of the basic comparator circuit with output-load:
't

The basic comparator circuit is now expanded with a load-circuit at the output (nodes 6
and 7). This load-circuit is an equivalent for the slave comparator-circuit of figure 70. So
in this way. simulations can be done. without taken into account with the control of the
slave-circuit Also a more realistic view is obtained. and a comparison can be made with
the basic circuit without load. The load was modeled by the transistors nll1c) to nm lO of
figure 69.
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Simulations for the factor (Ao-I)/t have been made for a range of W/L-values, by a ~ource

= 4OuA, which is a common value. The results are reflected in figure 77. By comparison
with the circuit, without load, is now the simulated factor 1.5e+9 to 2.5e+9 lower. Also the
surface of the pulse is illustrated in figure 78. Here are the values again around the 14.
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5.5.5 Simulation results of the complete comparator circuit

At the end, there has been tried to simulate the whole master-slave circuit of figure 69.
The differential input is on nodes inp and inm, and the differential master output at nodes
itl and it2. For the simulations here is the slave-circuit only used as load circuit for the
master comparator. This is done first, to find out how the complete master comparator
would operate.
First, this circuit has been simulated with the original W, Land M values. Also the three
current sources were fixed on original currents.
The current mirror, formed by transistors pm3, pm4 and pmle, gave some converging
problems for the PSPICE simulation program. After some simulations it appeared that the
current source Iebias must be fixed at precisely 30uA, (instead of the original 20uA) to
overcame the converging problem. At the master output, the height of the factor (Ao-I )/'t
was only 1.45e+9

• Changing the other currents, for several values, did not gave much
improvement for the factor. See for simulation results appendix *.
At the end, some alternative width and length values had been used to find an
optimization for the master-circuit. The best result which was found was

(Ao-I)l't = 2.36e+9
, where all the transistors had a same W/L ratio of 4. (see appendix)

Because of the problems, the master comparator circuit give to simulate, and the lack of
time, it is decided to skip the simulation part with the operating slave comparator.
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5.6 The differential auto-zero comparator

5.6.1 Introduction

To achieve a CMOS comparator which can operate at a high speed and with a high
resolution, the inherent comparator offset voltage must be taken into account. Compen
sating for this offset voltage can be done by methods, which are mostly all based on offset
storage in capacitors. Offset compensated comparators need in general several steps to
obtain a result:
- Calibration or offset storage.
- Generating of the compensated difference signal, V in- Vrefereoce'

- Amplification of the difference to obtain digital output

With the differential auto-zero comparator, a new compensation technique is introduced by
R.I. van de Plassche. This comparator was implemented by
R. Gerritsen as a graduation work at Philips Research Laboratories, in Eindhoven [23], and
has been produced. Here in this chapter first the ideal and simplified differential auto-zero
comparator circuit is discussed. With this ideal circuit simulations are made, to find the

factor (Ao-1 )/'t. Next the implemented comparator circuit had been observed. At the end,

some recommendations will be given for a good (Ao-1 )/ 't optimization.

5.6.2 Circuit description of the ideal differential auto-zero comparator

In figure 79 the simplified circuit is shown. The differential input is on the nodes V in and
V ref' and the differential output is obtained by the resistors. The third input voltage V retc is
usually equal to V ref' The switches perform the switching between the amplifying (sample)
and comparison (regeneration) mode.

The amplifying mode is illustrated in figure 80. In this situation, all mismatches in transis
tors and resistors can be reduced to one offset voltage source at one of the inputs. The
input voltages V in and V ref are now switched to the amplifier. Where V in has the unknown
offset voltages in series. Now the difference V in- V offset-V ref is amplified and appears at the
resistors, where the signal is in reserve-phase. The capacitors are now charged with respect
to V retc=V ref'

When the capacitors are loaded, the comparator is changed to the comparison mode,
illustrated in figure 81. The inputs are removed from the circuit and the capacitors are
cross-coupled to the gates of the differential pair. The same VOff is still present.
If now V in> V ref' The gate voltage of nmi falls from V in to V ref' but for the gate of nm2,
nothing has changed (if V retc=Vref)' As a result the drain current of nmi drop now too,
which implies an increase of the nmi drain voltage. Because the capacitors cannot be
charged or discharged, they are just DC level-shifters, so the voltage at the gate of nm2
will rise too. This means more current through nm2, less voltage at its drain and therefore
less voltage at the gate of nm1.
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Figure 79: Simplified circuit of the differential auto-zero comparator.
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Figure 80: Amplifying mode. Figure 81: Comparison mode.

This avalanche effect holds on till a stable position is reached, nm1 is then off and nm2
conducts the whole current 1wJ.
For Vin < Vref , is the opposite situation valid.
And if Vin > Vref' noise will take care for making a decision.
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5.6.3 Simulation results of the ideal differential auto-zero comparator

The simplified comparator circuit. with ideal switches, is simulated by PSPISE. The impe
dance of the switches can be chosen for each condition. For an open switch the impedance
set to Raa=le+12 Ohm and for an closed switch the impedance was set to Rarr=lOO Ohm.
The capacitance were set to 120e- l

.5 F, equal as from the complete comparator circuit.
This simulation was done to see what the relation will be for varying the width of the two
transistors nml and nm2.
In figure 82 is the factor (Ao-l)/t as a function for the variation of W illustrated. The
value for L was constant 1urn.

(Ao-1 )/tau= f0N/L ratio)
Uin=100uV, L=1 um
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Figure 84: Surface area pulse (Ao·1)Ir=f(W/L ratio).

For W values greater or equal to 4um, has the factor a good value.
The width is shown in figure 83. In relation to simulations with the other circuit of this
chapter and chapter 4, the time values are very small. This is of course a result by using
ideal switches in the circuit.

At the end the surface area of the pulse (Ao-l )/t as a function of the W/L ratio, in
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figure 84, shows that its almost stable around the 10.

5.6.4 Circuit description of the complete differential auto-zero comparator

The complete comparator is shown in figure 85. Here the differential transistor pair is
formed by nml and nm2 and the resistors are replaced by pml and pm2. The switches are
replaced by nm5 to nmW. The transistors pml and pm2 are operating in their linear
region, this is done by connecting the gates to V$S'

The capacitors are connected via buffers nm4 and nm4 to the resistive outputs. Doing this,
gives the advantage that the charging now can be done from a low impedance transistor
instead of a resistor, which gives a speed improvement for capacitor charging. The buffers
make the comparator also less sensitive for the load.
The circuits are biased by transistors nm II to nm 16.

vdd

vss

outnon

r---r-<::J Ibuf

"",4

l11li12

120r

c2

~ pool

l20r

c1

fUIlJ

....11 ~ Ibuf

out

Figure 85: Complete differential auto-zero comparator circuit.

5.6.5 Simulation results & optimization of the real comparator

The parameters for the complete comparator, given by the report of R. Gerritsen [23],
were first used for simulations. The factor (Ao-I)l't, which here is also observed, has a
height between 180.106 to 200.106

•

Chanching the capacitors CI and C2 to a larger value, from the initial 120 fF up to 10 pF,
gives some increase for the height of the factor (Ao-I)/t. Now the observed values are
between 200.106 to 700.106

•

Next the capacitors are set back to 120 Ff.
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The transistors nm5 tot nm 10, which operates as switches, are be observed. The initial
values were for W = 24um and for L = l,6um. This was done to make a low resistance.
For good order, the resistance of the MOS channel, operating in linear region, is
approached by:

(43)

Having a small resistance during the time that the switch/transistor is 'closed', is prefer
able. But on the other hand, the transistor surface area is large, which results in a large
capacitive connection to the bulk-substrate. Because of this, the signal transported through
the switches nm5 to nmlO, lose much of his amplitude.
So optimum relation between the channel resistance, in the ' on' situation, and the
capacitive connection to the bulk must be found out. Hereby the value for L is set to I urn.
Lowering the value for W from 24um to 4um, increases for the factor (Ao-I )It to a value
of 2.109

• So it can be concluded that the Wand L value of the switch transistors must be
lowered to a small value.

Next an observation is done on the transistors pml and pm2 which are used as resistors.
Increasing the L value, gives an increase in the resistance. The W value is set to 2um. In
the figure 86 is the probability of failure for one metastable state as a function of the L
value of transistors pml and prn2 illustrated. Here the frequency is 100MHz, which gives
a ~t = 5 nsec.

Pe = exp(-(Ao-1 )/tau*dt
dt=5nsec, fclk=1 OOMHz
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Figure 86: Pe = t(L-value ot pm1, pm2)

So increasing this L value gives an increase for the factor (Ao-l)/t, and so a minimum
probability of failure.
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6 Conclusions

Several comparator systems have been evaluated by simulation for the probability of
failure due to metastability. The comparators are made with bipolar components or with of
CMOS components. The simulations were done with the PSPICE software, version Sa.
The probability of failure due to metastability of a comparator can be derived in a general
way, by using a first order linear small-signal model for the comparator. The probability
of failure due to metastability of a comparator, using a fixed decision or regeneration time

td , can be derived as:

Ao - I
---'.

P(t>t) = e 't

(44)

Comparator circuits have been optimized the for this probability of failure by transient
analyses. Using transient analyses optimizing comparator circuits, seems method. But this
is not verified by real measurements.
Theoretical observations show that the sample values on the comparator input have a
uniform distribution. The circuit noise effect on the comparator input also is uniform
distributed, so the circuit noise has therefore no influence on the probability of failure due
to metastability. The noise between two comparators in series has a negligible influence
on the total probability of failure duo to metastability, and therefore this noise distribution
can also be seen as uniform.

The bipolar basic comparator with emitter following and tap-resistors, shows a minimum

failure rate, with a tap resistance ratio of about R.. m down = ..:. to ..:..1""' 5 3

The MOS basic comparator with tap-resistors, shows a minimum failure rate, with a tap

resistance ratio of about Ru/Rdown = ~.

For the CMOS folded-cascode comparator an optimization for the failure rate can be
found by using a minimal W/L ratio of the input- and regeneration transistors.

At last, the CMOS differential auto-zero comparator can be optimized for the failure rate
by choosing a low area for the switch transistors.

It can be concluded in general, that increasing the output voltage swing results in a lower
failure rate.
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Appendix A: PSPICE listings of the bipolar
circuits

Basic bipolar comparator•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

VOEDING 1 0 DC 5VOLT

.PARAM R_COLLECTOR=2500
RCt 1 2 {R_COLLECTOR}
RC2 1 3 {R_COLLECTOR}

.PARAM CTOTAAL=400UA
It 10 0 DC {CTOTAAL}

*Trans. C B E ModNaam
QI 2 3 4 BNB2T
Q2 3 2 4 BNB2T
Q3 2 5 1 BNB2T
Q4 3 6 1 BNB2T
Q5 1 8 10 BNB2T
Q6 4 9 10 BNB2T

.PARAM FREQ_INPUT=245E6HZ AMPL_INPUT=1 00e-6VOLT DC_OFFSET=3VOLT td=O
VSINI 5 0 SIN( { DC_OFFSET} { AMPL_INPUTI2} {FREQ_INPUT} ltd} )
VSIN2 6 0 SIN( { DC_OFFSET} { -AMPL_INPUTI2 } { FREQ_INPUT } ltd} )

.PARAM Clk_Freq=500E6 Tp=2e-9 VIow=1.5V Vhigh=1.8V

..... Trise=Tdown=20% van halve klolc-periodctijd=O.5·(l/clkjreq)
VCLOCK 8 0 PULSE({Vlow} {Vhigh} ltd} {O.1*Tp} {O.l*Tp} {OA*Tp} (Tp})
VNCLOCK 9 0 PULSE({Vhigh} {Vlow} ltd} {O.I·Tp} {O.1*Tp} {OA·Tp} {Tp})

.MODEL BNB2T NPN .
• *•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••*••••••••••••••••••

.WIDTH OUT=80

.TRAN te-12 1e-9

.PROBE

.OPTIONS NOECHO NOPAGE OPTS TNOM=21 RELTOL=3E-1 VNTOL=tE-24

.END
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Basic bipolar comparator with emmittor follower and tap-resistors.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

VOEDING 1 0 DC SVOLT

.PARAM Ra=200 Rb=1800
Rl 1 2 (Ra)
R2 1 3 (Ra)
R3 2 4 (Rb)
R4 3 S I Rb )

.PARAM I_Totaal=300UA Cemittor=100UA
It 10 0 DC I CTotaal )
I_Tl 7 0 DC (Cemittor)
132 6 0 DC I Cemittor )

·Trans. C B E ModNaam
Ql 1 4 7 BNB2T
Q2 1 S 6 BNB2T
Q3 4 6 9 BNB2T
Q4 S 7 9 BNB2T
QS 2 11 8 BNB2T
Q6 3 12 8 BNB2T
Q7 8 13 10 BNB2T
Q8 9 14 10 BNB2T

.PARAM Fre<J-1nput=70E6 AmpUnput=IOOe-6VOLT DC_Offset=3VOLT
VSINI 11 0 SIN( ( DC_Offset ) ( AmpUnput/2) (Freq_Input) 0 0 0)
VSIN2 12 0 SIN( I DC_Offset} I -AmpUnput/2 } I FREQ_Input) 0 0 0)

.PARAM Clk]req=IS0E6 Tper=6.6666666666e-9 Vlow=15V Vhigh=1.8V
••••• Trise=Tdown=20% van halve klok-periodetijd=O.S·(I/clk_freq)
VCLOCK 13 0 PULSE«(Vlow} {Vhigh} 0 (O.I·Tper) {O.I·Tper} (O.4·Tper) ITper})
VNCLOCK 14 0 PULSE(IVhigh} (Vlow} 0 (O.I·Tper) {O.I·Tper) {O.4·Tper) {Tper})

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• NPN, CBEB, EMITTER SIZE =2.0Xl.O UM··2, DOUBLE REMOTE EMITTER,
• BN-BP SP.=2.2UM, ALTERNATE DEVICE NAME =BNB020NlW
• RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM VOLTAGES/CURRENTS FOR THIS DEVICE ARE:
• LVCEO=S.SV LVCER=2.0 BVEB0=3.0V BVCES=14V BVCSO=ISV ICMAX=O.6E-3
• NOMINAL PARAMETER SET
.MODEL BNB2T NPN .....
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.OP
.WIDTH OUT=80
• ---. Tstap --- Tstop ----
.TRAN le-l2 14e-9
.PROBE
.OPTIONS NOECHO NOPAGE OPTS TNOM=27 RELTOL=IE-7 VNTOL=lE-24
.END
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Appendix B:

Basic MOS comparator circuit.

PSPICE listing of the CMOS
circuits

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

VOEDING 1 0 DC 5VOLT
It 10 0 DC 50e-6

Rl 2 4Oe3
R2 3 4Oe3

• Instellingen voor Cbd en Cbs:
• AD=ADlengte·W= drain-diffusie-oppervlak
• AS=ASlengte·W= drain-diffusie-oppervlak
.PARAM ADL=2u ASL=2u

.PARAM Wa=IOU La=l U Wb=lOU Lb=lU Wc=2U Lc=2U

Ml 2 3 4 0 MN W={Wa} L={La) M=l AD={ADL·Wa) AS=(ASL·Wa)
M2 3 2 4 0 MN W={Wa} L=(La) M=l AD={ADL·Wa) AS={ASL·Wa}
M3 2 5 7 0 MN W={Wb) L={Lb) M=l AD={ADL·Wb) AS={ASL·Wb}
M4 3 6 7 0 MN W={Wb) L={Lb) M=l AD={ADL·Wb) AS={ASL·Wb)
MS 7 8 10 0 MN W={Wc} L={Lc) M=l AD=(ADL·Wc) AS={ASL·Wc)
M6 4 9 10 0 MN W={Wc} L={Lc) M=l AD={ADL·Wc) AS={ASL·Wc)

.PARAM Freq_Input=4.6e6 AmpUnput=1.00e-6VOLT DC_Offset=2jVOLT
VSINI S 0 SIN( ( DC_Offset) ( AmpUnput/2) (Freq_Input) 0 0 0)
VSIN2 6 0 SIN( ( DC_Offset) ( -AmpUnput/2 ) ( Freq_Input ) 0 0 0)

.PARAM Clk_Freq=1O.0e6 Tper=lOOe-9 Vlow=O.OV Vhigh=2V td=O
••••• Trise=Tdown
V_latch 8 0 PULSE({Vlow} {Vhigh} (td) (O.3n) {O.3n} (O.S·Tper) (Tper))
V_comp 9 0 PULSE({Vhigh) (Vlow) ltd) (O.3n) (O.3n) (O.S·Tper) (Tper))

.MODEL MN NMOS .....

.MODEL MP PMOS .....

.WIDTH OUT=80

• --- Tstap ---- Tstop ---
.TRAN le-9 3OO.0e-9
.PROBE
.OPTIONS NOECHO NOPAGE OPTS TNOM=27 RELTOL=lE-5 VNTOL=lE-24
.END
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Basic MOS comparator with tap-resisters.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

VOEDING 1 0 DC 5VOLT
It 12 0 DC SOe-6

.PARAM Ra=3Se3 Rb=5e3
Rl 1 2 {Ra}
R2 2 4 {Rb}
R3 1 3 {Ra}
R4 3 5 {Rb}

• Instellingen voor Cbd en Cbs:
• AD=ADlengte·W= drain-diffusie-oppervlak
• AS=ASlengte·W= drain-diffusie-oppervlak
.PARAM ADL=2u ASL=2u

.PARAM Wa=1OU La=1U Wb=1OU Lb=1U Wc=2U Lc=2U

Ml 4 5 6 0 MN W=(Wa} L=(La} M=1 AD={ADL*Wa} AS={ASL·Wa}
M2 S 4 6 0 MN W={Wa} L={La} M=1 AD={ADL·Wa} AS={ASL*Wa}
M3 2 7 9 0 MN W={Wb} L=(Lb} M=1 AD=(ADL·Wb} AS={ASL*Wb}
M4 3 8 9 0 MN W=(Wb} L={Lb} M=l AD={ADL·Wb} AS={ASL·Wb}
MS 9 10 12 0 MN W={Wc} L={Lc} M=l AD=(ADL·Wc} AS={ASL·Wc}
M6 6 11 12 0 MN W={Wc} L={Lc} M=l AD=/ADL·Wc} AS={ASL·Wc}

.PARAM Freq_Input=4.6e6 DC_Offset=2.SVOLT

.Param AmpUnput=1.000e-6V
VSINI 7 0 SIN( { DC_Offset} { AmpUnput/2} (Frcq_Input) 0 0 0)
VSIN2 8 0 SIN( { DC_Offset} { -AmpUnpul/2 } { Freq_Input } 0 0 0)

.PARAM Clk_Freq=1O.0e6 Tper=100c-9 Vlow=O.OV Vhigh=2V td=O
••••• Trise=Tdown
V_latch 10 0 PULSE({Vlow} (Vhigh) ltd} {O.3n} {O.3n} {O.S·Tper} (Tpcr})
V_comp 11 0 PULSE«(Vhigh} {Vlow} (td) {O.3n} {O.3n} {O.5·Tper} (Tper})

.MODEL MN NMOS

.MODEL MP PMOS

.WIDTH OUT=80

• ---- Tstap ---- Tstop ---
.TRAN le-9 3OO.0e-9
.PROBE
.OPTIONS NOECHO NOPAGE OPTS TNOM=27 RELTOL=IE-5 VNTOL=IE-24
.END
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The simplified MOS comparator as part of the master-slave folded comparator•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

VOEDING 10 DC 5VOLT
Ibron 2 0 DC 4Oe-6

·MOS drain gate source bulk Modelnaam

MI 3 2 1 MP W=3U L=1U M=l
M2 2 2 1 MP W=3U L=1U M=l
M3 6 4 3 MP W=3U L=1U M=l
M4 7 5 3 MP W=3U L=1U M=l
•
M5 6 7 0 0 MN W=3U L=lU M=l
M6 7 6 0 0 MN W=3U L=lU M=l
M7 7 8 6 0 MN W=3U L=1U M=l
•
•
.PARAM Freq_Input=24E6 AmpUnput=lOOe-6VOLT DC_Offset=3VOLT
VSINI 4 0 SIN( { DC_Offset} { AmpUnpul/2} {Freq_Input} 0 0 0)
VSIN2 S 0 SIN( { DC_Offset} { -AmpUnpul/2 } { FREQinput } 0 0 0)

.PARAM Clk_Freq=SOE6 Tper=20e-9 Vlow=O.OV Vhigh=SV
••••• Trise=Tdown=20% van halve klok-periodetijd=O.S·(l/clk_freq)
VCLOCK 8 0 PULSE({Vlow} {Vhigh} 0 {O.l·Tper} {O.l·Tper} {OA·Tper} {Tper})

.MODEL MN NMOS

.MODEL MP PMOS

.WIDTH OUT=80

• --- Tstap ---- Tstop ----
.TRAN le-12 70e-9
.PROBE
.OPTIONS NOECHO NOPAGE OPTS TNOM=27 RELTOL=lE-7 VNTOL=lE-24
.END
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The simplified MOS comparator as part of the master-slave folded comparator,
with output load.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

VOEDING 1 0 DC SVOLT
Ibron 2 0 DC lOOe-6
Vi 120 DC 3VOLT

·MOS drain gate source bulk Modelnaarn

MI 3 2 1 I MP W=6U L=1U M=l
M2 2 2 1 I MP W=6U L=IU M=l
M3 6 4 3 I MP W=6U L=1U M=I
M4 7 S 3 I MP W=6U L=1U M=I
MS 6 7 0 0 MN W=lOU L=2U M=2
M6 7 6 0 0 MN W=lOU L=2U M=2
M7 7 8 6 0 MN W=SU L=l U M=I
M8 1 12 10 0 MN W=lOU L=O.8U M=2
M9 I 12 11 0 MN W= IOU L=O.8U M=2
MlO 10 7 0 0 MN W=IOU L=1U M=2
MIl 11 6 0 0 MN W=lOU L=1U M=2

.PARAM Freq_Input=24E6 AmpUnput=IOOe-6VOLT DC_Offset=3VOLT
VSINI 4 0 SIN( { DC_Offset I { AmpUnput/2 I (Freq_Input I 0 0 0)
VSIN2 S 0 SIN( { DC_Offset I { -AmpUnput/2 I ( FREQJnput I 0 0 0)

.PARAM Clk_Freq=50E6 Tper=20e-9 Vlow=O.OV Vhigh=5V
••••• Trise=Tdown=20% van halve klok-periodetijd=O.S·(l/clk_freq)
VCLOCK 8 0 PULSE({Vlow} {Vhigh I 0 {O.I·Tperl {O.I·Tper} {O.4·Tper} (Tper})

.MODEL MN NMOS

.MODEL MP PMOS
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.WIDTH OUT=80

• ---- Tstap ---- Tstop ---
.TRAN lOe-12 4Oe-9
.PROBE
.OPTIONS NOECHO NOPAGE OPTS TNOM=27 RELTOL=lE-7 VNTOL=lE-24
.END
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The complete master-slave folded comparator, with output load•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

VOEDING 1 0 DC 5VOLT
11 2 0 DC 4Oe-6
12 1 8 DC 6Oe-6
13 9 0 DC 3Oe-6
Vb 16 0 DC 3v

·MOS drain gate source bulk Modelnaam

Ml 2 2 1 1 MP W=lOU L=2U M=2
M2 3 2 1 1 MP W=lOU L=2U M=2
M3 4 2 1 1 MP W=10U L=2U M=2
M4 10 9 4 1 MP W=6U L=1U
M5 11 9 3 1 MP W=6U L=1U
M6 9 9 1 1 MP W=5U L=6U

M7 3 6 5 0 MN W=20U L=IU M=2
M8 4 7 5 0 MN W=20U L=IU M=2
M9 5 8 0 0 MN W=lOU L=2U M=2
MlO 8 8 0 0 MN W=lOU L=2U M=2
Mll 11 11 lO 0 MN W=2U L=2U
MI2 11 lO lO 0 MN W=2U L=2U
M13 11 13 lO 0 MN W=5U L=1U
MI4 10 11 0 0 MN W=lOU L=2U M=2
M15 11 lO 0 0 MN W=lOU L=2U M=2

·Belasting:
M20 14 11 0 0 MN W=lOU L=IU M=2
M21 IS lO 0 0 MN W=lOU L=IU M=2
M22 I 16 14 0 MN W=lOU L=0.8U M=2
M23 I 16 15 0 MN W=lOU L=O.8U M=2

• DC_offset zie p 28-29 verslag van A. Venes.
.PARAM Freq_Input=24E6 AmpUnput=le-3VOLT DC_Offset=2.5VOLT
VSINI 6 0 SIN( ( DC_Offset} ( AmpUnput!2} (Freq_Input} 0 0 0)
VSIN2 7 0 SIN( ( DC_Offset} ( -AmpUnput!2 } ( FREQInput } 0 0 0)

.PARAM Clk_Freq=50E6 Tper=20e-9 Vlow=O.OV Vhigh=5V
••••• Trise=Tdown=20% van halve klok-periodclijd=O.5·(l/clk_freq)
VCLOCK 13 0 PULSE«(Vlow} (Vhigh} 0 (O.l·Tper} (O.l·Tper} (OA·Tper} (TpcrJ)

.MODEL MN NMOS

.MODEL MP PMOS

.WIDTH OUT=80

• --- Tstap --- Tstop ---
.TRAN lOe-12 6Oe-9
.PROBE
.OPTIONS NOECHO NOPAGE OPTS TNOM=27 RELTOL=IE·7 VNTOL=IE-24
.END
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Ideal model of the CMOS differential auto·zero comparator•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

VOEDING I 0 DC 5VOLT
Hail 10 0 DC 50e-6

Cl 2 4 120e-15
C2 6 5 120e-15
RI 1 2 l3e3
R2 1 6 l3e3

··Arnplifying mode: gesloten zijn 51. 52. 54 en 55, open zijn 53 en $4.
··Latching mode: open zijn 51, 52. 54 en 55. gesloten zijn 53 en 54.
51 3 4 11 0 5CHAKELAAR
S2 3 5 II 0 SCHAKELAAR
53 5 7 12 0 5CHAKELAAR
54 4 8 12 0 5CHAKELAAR
55 7 9 II 0 5CHAKELAAR
S6 8 3 II 0 SCHAKELAAR
.MODEL SCHAKELAAR VSWITCH RON=IOO ROFF=IEI2 VON=I VOFF=O

·M05 drain gate source bulk Modelnaam
MI 2 7 10 0 MN W=6U L=1U M=I
M2 6 8 10 0 MN W=6U L=1U M=I

.PARAM Freq_Input=46e6
+ AmpUnput=I00e-6VOLT
+ DC_Offset=2.5VOLT
VSINI 9 0 SIN( ( DC_Offset) ( AmpUnput/2) (Freq_Input) 0 0 0)
VSIN2 3 0 SIN( ( DC_Offset) { -AmpUnput/2 } { FREQinput } 0 0 0)

.PARAM Clk_Freq=I0e3 Tper= I00e-6 Vlow=O.OV Vhigh=1V td=5e-6

..... Trise=Tdown=20% van halve klok-periodetijd=0.5·(l/clk_freq)
·V_Iatch 12 0 PULSE({Vlow} {Vhigh} ltd} {O} (O) (0.5·Tper) (Tper))
·V_comp 11 0 PULSE«(Vhigh} {Vlow} ltd} {OJ {OJ {O.5·Tper} (Tpcr))

·Trise= 1 nsee. aansluitende klok. (freq= l00MHz)
V_latch 120 PULSE(OV IV 2.OnSEC O.5nSEC 0.5nSEC 4nSEC 10nSEC)
V30mp 11 0 PULSE(l V OV 1.5nSEC O.5nSEC 0.5nSEC 5nSEC IOnSEC)

.MODEL MN NMOS

.MODEL MP PMOS

.WIDTH OUT=80

• ---- Tstap ---- Tstop ---
.TRAN IOpSEC 40nSEC
.PROBE V(ll) V(12) V(9,3) V(2.6)
.OmONS NOECHO NOPAGE OPTS TNOM=27
+RELTOL=IE-6 VNTOL=IE-24
.END
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CMOS Differential auto-zero comparator, with Cbd, Cb and output load•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
VOEDING 1 0 DC SVOLT
Ibuf 0 IS DC 2Se-6
Icomp 0 16 DC 25e-6

Cl 7 S 120e-IS
C2 6 4 120e-IS

• AD=ADlengte·W= drain-diffusie-oppervlak
• AS=ASlengte·W= drain-diffusie-oppervlak
.PARAM ADL=2u ASL=2u
·MOS drain gate source bulk Modelnaam

·M20 2 0 1 MP W=2U L=SU M=1 AD= (ADL·2U} AS=(ASL·2U}
·M21 3 0 1 MP W=2U L=SU M=1 AD= (ADL·2U} AS=(ASL·2U}
R20 1 2 50K
R21 1 3 50K

Ml 2 8 14 0 MN W=SU L=lU M=1 AD=(ADL·SU} AS=(ASL·SU}
M2 3 9 14 0 MN W=SU L=lU M=1 AD=(ADL·SU} AS=(ASL·SU}
M3 1 2 4 0 MN W=10U L=lU M=1 AD=(ADL·lOU) AS=(ASL·IOU}
M4 1 3 S 0 MN W=IOU L=lU M=1 AD=(ADL·lOU) AS={ASL·IOU}
MS 8 12 10 0 MN W=3U L=1.0U M=l AD=(ADL·3U) AS={ASL·3U}
M6 9 12 11 0 MN W=3U L=1.0U M=1 AD=(ADL·3U) AS=(ASL·3U)
M7 7 13 8 0 MN W=3U L=l.OU M=l AD=(ADL·3U) AS=(ASL·3U}
M8 6 13 9 0 MN W=3U L=l.OU M=1 AD=(ADL·3U) AS=(ASL·3U}
M9 11 12 6 0 MN W=3U L=1.0U M=1 AD={ADL·3U) AS={ASL·3U)
MIO 11 12 7 0 MN W=3U L=1.0U M=1 AD={ADL·3U) AS=(ASL·3U}
Mil 4 15 0 0 MN W=6U L=5.0U M=1 AD=(ADL·6U) AS=(ASL·6Uj
M12 5 IS 0 0 MN W=6U L=S.OU M=1 AD=(ADL·6U) AS=(ASL·6U)
M13 14 16 0 0 MN W=6U L=5.0U M=1 AD={ADL·6Uj AS={ASL·6U)
M14 14 16 0 0 MN W=6U L=S.OU M=1 AD={ADL*6U) AS={ASL·6U}
MIS 16 16 0 0 MN W=6U L=S.OU M=1 AD={ADL·6U) AS=(ASL·6U}
M16 15 15 0 0 MN W=6U L=S.OU M=1 AD={ADL·6U) AS={ASL·6U}

·Belasting => Vout=V(30)-V(3l)
MBIP 30 4 liMP W=SU L=lU M=1 AD=(ADL·SU} AS={ASL·SU)
MBIN 30 4 0 0 MN W=5U L=lU M=1 AD={ADL·5UI AS={ASL·5U)

MB2P 31 5 liMP W=5U L=lU M=l AD={ADL·SU} AS={ASL·SU)
MB2N 31 S 0 0 MN W=5U L=lU M=1 AD=(ADL·SUI AS={ASL·5U)

.PARAM Freq_Input=4Se6 AmpUnput=10e-6VOLT DC_Offset=2.5VOLT
VSINI 10 0 SIN( ( DC_Offset} { AmpUnput} {Freq_Input} 0 0 0 )
·VSIN2 11 0 SIN( ( DC_Offset) { -AmpUnput/2 } ( Freq_Input ) 0 0 0)
Vref 11 0 DC 2.5V

.PARAM Clk]req=I00e6 Tpcr=10e-9 Vlow=O.OV Vhigh=SV td=O
••••• Trise=Tdown
V_latch 13 0 PULSE«(Vlow) (Vhigh) (td) (O.3n} (O.3n} (O.4S·Tper} (Tper})
V_comp 12 0 PULSE«(Vhigh} {Vlow} (td} (O.3n} (O.3n} (O.4S·Tpcr) (Tper})
.MODEL MN NMOS
.MODEL MP PMOS
• ---- Tstap ---- Tstop ---
.TRAN le-12 5S.0e-9
.PROBE
.OPTIONS NOECHO NOPAGE OPTS TNOM=27 RELTOL=IE-5 VNTOL=IE-24
.END
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